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Response by Lambda Communications Limited
Aviation Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR)
The closest Secondary Surveillance Radar Stations to the Wind Farm are located at;
1. Ruaotuwhenua SSR (distance to Wind Farm 119km)
2. Te Weraiti SSR (distance to Wind Farm 44.5km)
Radar systems employ sophisticated filtering to remove clutter noise that may be created by
objects (stationary or moving) in their field of view. They are also likely to use directional
antennas that restrict their field of view to a few degrees above the horizon, so the further
away the wind turbines are the smaller they will appear on the horizon to the radar (hence
the term “flying underneath the radar”). Both of these radar systems operate at 1.03GHz
which further restricts their coverage to line of sight from the radar station.
The path from the Te Weraiti SSR to the highest of the wind turbines is obstructed by high
terrain which effectively shields the Wind Farm from the radar signal. While there is line-ofsight from the Ruaotuwhenua SSR Station to the Wind Farm, the 118.9km distance between
the sites means the top of the turbine blade, at 180m above ground level, would only be
0.09° above the horizon as seen from Ruaotuwhenua. The effects of shielding by terrain
and the significant distance between these radar sites mean the risk of reflections off the
wind turbine blades showing up as noise on these radar systems is considered low.
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Aviation Navigation Beacons
In the case of the aviation beacons, because the aircraft that are receiving the signal from
the beacons are moving, if the wind turbines did cause an obstruction or there was a
reflected signal, the effect would be only be very temporary, just for a few seconds, so
shouldn’t be an issue. The risk is further mitigated by the distance of the wind farm from the
airport, such that the aperture occupied by the wind turbines as seen from the beacon
becomes very small. It would only become an issue if the windfarm was directly in line with
the final approach for the airport, which is not the case, where the planes would be at low
altitude and maintaining a constant direction.
Weather Radar
The closest Meteorological (Met) Radar Stations to the Wind Farm are located at;
1. Tamahunga Cape Rodney (distance to Wind Farm 156km)
2. Mamaku (distance to Wind Farm 74.5km)
Both of these radar systems operate at 5.6 GHz which restricts their coverage to line of sight
from the radar station. The path from both the Tamahunga and Mamaku Weather Radar
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Stations to the highest of the wind turbines are obstructed by high terrain which effectively
shields the Wind Farm from the radar signal. In the case of the Tamahunga Station, the
terrain in the path is Waiheke Island, which although lower than both the Tamahunga Site
and the Wind Farm site due to the curvature of the earth over the 156km distance,
effectively acts as a shield to the radar signal.
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